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Introduction: 

The purpose of this document is to assist the reader with understanding 

requirements related to the wind industry.  Requirements generally fall into three 

categories: 

 

• Standards are an influence on our industry.  Avanti/Alimak can affect 

Standards by being involved in their generation but does not fully control 

this variable affecting our business. 

 

• Specifications are requirements either defined internally by our staff or 

defined by outside parties, such as customers, detailing what must occur to 

satisfy the related group.  Avanti/Alimak can affect internal specifications 

directly.  Avanti/Alimak seeks to work with outside parties regarding their 

specifications seeking to either directly comply with requirements or work 

with said parties to provide a product or service that will at minimum 

satisfy what they need. 

 

• Permitting entails marrying Standards requirements and Specifications 

Requirements with the laws in a jurisdiction in which an Avanti/Alimak 

product or service will be provided.   
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Standards in Depth  

 

Standards are also called Normatives. 

Standards via their simplest explanation are an agreed upon way of doing 

something. 

A Standard can be about:  

• How a product is made  

• How manufacturing processes are managed related to the product  

• How services or supply related to the product occur 

 

Standards:  

• Are typically written often via committee by people with expertise in their 

subject matter and people who understand the needs of the material, 

process, or service and supply related within their industry.  Industry 

experience, technical knowledge, and good understanding of engineering 

and/or safety principles are usually a requirement for committee 

membership. 

 

• Are often written to define a baseline of Safety. 

 

• Affect Avanti products especially Service Lifts/Elevators and Wind Tower 

internals.  Note that the former is the subject of case studies within this 

document while the latter is a quite broad group of products as noted in 

Volume 5 of this Quick Reference Guide. 

 

• Are written by many different organizations including but not limited to 

ASME, CSA, CE, ISO, OSHA, ANSI, and EN.   

 

• Can be written for a local jurisdiction (geographical area) or can have a 

global footprint. 
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• Will not always directly govern the design of a product but usually have 

some level of effect therein. 

 

• When read are the best way to understand the intricacies of why some 

Avanti products are designed the way they are.  Reading Standards can be 

rather dry reading, but it gives a broad picture of why engineering does 

what it does.  If in reading a Standard, questions arise, Avanti Technical 

Support Engineers are always available for consult. 

 

• Generally, have two types, Prescriptive and Performance. 

 

o Prescriptive Standards are making the thing this color, this weight, 

this dimension…..in other words quite defining of what the object, 

process, or service should be.  Clear and detailed definition is core to 

this type of Standard.   

 

o Performance Standards are making the thing safe and then proving 

the level of safety equivalent to either a Prescriptive Standard or to a 

set of guidelines provided in the Performance Standard.  This can be 

done via a Risk Assessment. 

 

A Risk Assessment is a documented systematic process of evaluating the 

potential risks that may be involved in a projected product or activity. 

This document seeks to define risks based of severity and probability and describe 

means to mitigate them to an “acceptable level”. 

An “acceptable level” may be defined by a third party reviewing and certifying the 

task or an Authority Having Jurisdiction.  This will be further discussed in the case 

studies within this document.  Definitions of these terms is also available within 

Volume 1 of the Quick Reference Guide. 
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Case Study Service Lifts/Elevators Standards in North America 

Goals: 

• Help the reader understand the complexity of how Standards are made. 

• Provide relatable examples to the reader regarding Standards. 

 

Avanti produces Service Lifts/Elevators for Wind Turbine Towers. 

These devices are designed via Standards and Customer Specifications. 

This case study focuses on the Standards portion of these products. 

 

When it comes to Standards for Service Lifts/Elevators (from here on referred to 

as WTEs, wind turbine elevators in this document) there are multiple Standards 

but two major ones globally: 

• CE or Machine Directive which is recognized many places on the globe and 

is predominant in Europe, South America, and other geographical regions. 

• ASME/CSA which is recognized in North America, USA and Canada. 

 

Standard vs Code 

Often the words Standard and Code are used interchangeably.  This is not their 

correct use.   

• A Standard is a set of guidelines as previously defined. 

• A Code is when an Authority Having Jurisdiction takes A Standard or parts 

of a Standard and makes it their law. 
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History 

Europe has one set of Code (CE per above) when it comes to regulating WTEs.  

This means that multiple countries follow this Code. 

North America is made up of 50 states and 10 provinces, each of which can have a 

different Code regulating their WTEs. 

These jurisdictions can follow any or multiple of below: 

• No regulation (OSHA compliance) 

• Regulate via ASME A17.1 section 5.7 – Prescriptive with variances Code 

• Regulate via AECO (A17.7 certification) – Performance Code 

• Regulate via A17.1 section 5.11 – Prescriptive Code 

• Regulate via A17.8 – Prescriptive Code 

 

 Avanti WTEs for NA are always supplied with A17.7 certification because 

they do not meet Prescriptive Standards. 

 This is due to customer requirements, new technology, company decisions 

in design, etc. 

 In a perfect world, WTEs for NA would be designed and built exactly to the 

A17.8 Standard (the most current). 

 This is not possible because NA represents a small market and thus less 

leverage in designs than Europe with a currently large WTE market. 

 

How does a manufacturer prove compliance to a Standard or Code? 

Manufacturers prove their equipment, process, or service is compliant to a 

Standard or Code by providing inquiring parties with a Code Compliance 

Document (CCD).  The CCD provides info, documentation, test reports, 

certifications, etc. that act as proof of compliance. 
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No regulation (OSHA compliance) 

For jurisdictions choosing not to regulate WTEs, these devices fall under OSHA 

code.  What this essentially means is that manufacturers must make a safe 

product and there is no AHJ involvement unless problems (or accidents) occur. 

Largely, manufactures are in this case, self-regulating. 

 

Regulate via ASME A17.1 section 5.7 – Prescriptive with variances Code 

Prior to 2013, there was no prescriptive code for WTEs.  Some jurisdictions that 

regulated at this time (and even through to today) utilized A17.1 section 5.7 

which is special purpose personnel elevators.  Given that a WTE is so different 

from a building elevator, this usually meant that in order to be compliant to code, 

the manufacturer would have to request Variances from the code. 

 

A Variance is providing an item, process, or service that deviates from what the 

prescriptive code says is allowable.  When a variance is requested, equivalent 

safety must be proven.  This proof can occur via Risk Assessment, design changes 

or additions, certified testing, or sign-off by a Professional Engineer.  What 

method(s) is allowed is per the AHJ and their law-making body. 

 

Regulate via AECO (A17.7 certification) – Performance Code 

Alternate to any prescriptive Standard or code mentioned here, jurisdictions 

could/can also elect to regulate by allowing a manufacturer to show compliance 

to A17.7, which is a performance Standard.  As a performance Standard is more or 

less open to more interpretation, a way of ensuring compliance is to have an 

AECO certify the device and provide a certificate.  This would mean a CCD would 

consist of maybe some layout drawings and simply the certificate. 

 

An AECO, or Accredited Elevator/Escalator Certification Organization, is an 

organization recognized by AHJs that reviews and certifies manufacturers as a 

third party.  Common AECOs are UL (Underwriter’s Laboratories) and Liftinstituut.   

As UL is globally recognized, when an AHJ sees an AECO certification, they can be 

sure a product is compliant to the A17.7 Standard. 
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Regulate via A17.1 section 5.11 – Prescriptive Code 

2013 and beyond, some jurisdictions regulate based on the A17.1 section 5.11 

prescriptive Standard.  Section 5.11 represents the first time in North America 

when a prescriptive Standard for WTEs was available.  In Avanti’s case in 

jurisdictions using this Standard as their code, we still work to utilize the A17.7 

Performance Standard equivalency AECO certification OR we will write variances 

against section 5.11. 

 

Regulate via A17.8 – Prescriptive Code 

In 2016, ASME A17.8 was published.  In its current form, it is a direct copy of 

Section 5.11.  Jurisdictions using this Standard as their code are dealt with very 

similar to those using Section 5.11 as detailed above.  The reason A17.8 took 

Section 5.11 and made it a standalone Standard is because for lawmakers wanting 

to regulate WTEs, it is much easier to review and turn into code a small and 

focused Standard like A17.8 instead of reviewing it as a part of a much larger 

Standard when it was section 5.11 under A17.1. 
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Specifications in Depth 

 

Specifications are a set of attributes defined by an organization that give details 

about what is required from a product, process, or service. 

A Standard usually defines minimum requirements for devices, processes, or 

services while Specifications provide specific details and needs.   

 

In Avanti’s case, we receive Specifications from our customers defining how they 

want their products, processes, or services to be. 

 

Customers can use Specifications to: 

• Define what they want supplied in terms of materials, dimensions, material 

finish, etc. for parts or assemblies 

• Reference Standards that must be met in the design of the products, 

processes, or services 

• Define any testing and auditing that must occur before a product, process, 

or service can be fulfilled by a vendor (Avanti) 

• Define part numbers 

• Build an infrastructure of part number families 

• Define vendors for sub-contracted components of larger assemblies 

• Recommend practices (example: specific packaging) 

• Define any other characteristics or requirements for a product, process, or 

service not already mentioned 
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Case Study Service Lifts/Elevators Specifications in North America 

Goals: 

• Help the reader understand that Specifications define customer 

needed/wanted things that may not meet Standards. 

• Provide relatable examples to the reader regarding Specifications. 

 

Avanti produces Service Lifts/Elevators for Wind Turbine Towers. 

These devices are designed via Standards and Customer Specifications. 

This case study focuses on the Specifications portion of these products and how 

they affect Standards compliance. 

 

When it comes to Specifications for Service Lifts/Elevators, customers can have 

wants that fall outside what a Standard requires to be compliant.  For example, 

the prescriptive WTE Standards referenced within this document have rules 

regarding the use of interlocks on fence gates. 

 

When a WTE ascends and descends within a wind turbine, it passes through 

platforms.  Where it passes through are holes.  These holes must be guarded via 

prescriptive Standard defined rules.  These rules have definitions of how in certain 

situations gates on the fences need to be electrically interlocked with the WTE.  In 

this way a user can only open and close the gates when it is safe. 

 

How the Standard is currently written, these interlocks require electrical wires to 

go to each platform.  By requiring this system, it means higher expense for our 

customers and a somewhat complex system running electrical systems up and 

down the turbine. 

 

On several of our customer Specifications, the customer has denoted the 

requirement of a different, and rather ingenious, design.  This design requires a 

key tethered to the inside of the WTE.  This key must be inserted into an electrical 

contact in the WTE in order for it to run.  All gates at platforms are by default 

locked closed.  When the WTE arrives at a platform, the key is removed from the 
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WTE electrical contact (so the WTE cannot function up or down) and the key, still 

attached via tether is placed into the mechanical lock of the gate.  At this point, 

the gate can be opened, and a worker can do their task on the platform.  The key 

is “trapped” in the gate mechanical lock until the gate is re-closed and the key is 

removed. 

 

This technology allows for no electrical wires to be run to all the platforms and 

saves money for the customer, hence why it is in their Specification. 

 

The problem with this technology is that since it is relatively new, it is not defined 

in a prescriptive Standard.  This means that technically the device is non-

compliant. 

 

Therefore, Avanti uses A17.7 Performance Standard for our WTE certification.  By 

using a performance Standard, we can capture technologies like this that are 

equivalently safe to prescriptive code and thus prove compliance of Safety. 

 

Note that Avanti has a presence on the WTE A17.8 committee and is actively 

working toward having items like the “Trapped Key” added to future revisions of 

A17.8.  Avanti and other manufacturers work to have items from Specifications 

that represent good design incorporated into future Standards.  In this way, a 

customer would eventually be able to simply specify compliance to a Standard 

instead of itemized specification needs. 
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Permitting in Depth 

 

Permitting is the act of filling out required paperwork and/or paying required fees 

to an AHJ to lawfully license a product, process, or service taking place in the 

AHJ’s jurisdiction.  

 

Jurisdictions can have laws that require products, processes, and services to need 

permitting before they occur. 

 

Whenever an installation or maintenance operation is to occur with Avanti 

products, it is important for Avanti/Alimak staff to understand what is required of 

localized laws and fulfill any needed permitting. 

 

Permitting can be a simple form and fee or permitting can be a complex process 

with forms, fees, CCDs, revisions, and follow-up communication.  It can therefore 

take a very short amount of time or it can be in itself a process taking months. 

 

The key takeaway to understanding Permitting is establishing clear lines of 

communication for information between the entity requiring permitting and the 

entity applying for it. 

 

Those in the know: 

For inquiries about permitting the people to contact in the USA are: 

Paul Stevens paul.stevens@alimakgroup.com  

+1 713-640-8500 or direct +1 800-345-0481 or cell +1 407-353-2940 

Or for informational purposes for a customer: 

Luke Metzinger luke.metzinger@alimakgroup.com  

+1 262-641-9101 or direct +1 262-402-6579 

 

For permitting outside of the USA, contact your local Technical Support Engineer 

See Volume 1 for contact information. 
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Case Study Service Lifts/Elevators Permitting in North America 

Goals: 

• Help the reader understand that Permitting is often necessary with 

customer use of Service Lifts/Elevators within North America. 

• Provide a relatable example to the reader regarding an extreme Permitting 

case. 

Avanti produces Service Lifts/Elevators for Wind Turbine Towers. 

These devices are designed via Standards and Customer Specifications and often 

require Permitting for installation or for periodic maintenance. 

This case study focuses on the Permitting portion of these products and how they 

are affected by Standards and Specifications compliance. 

 

To illustrate to the reader an example of needed permitting, below will be 

detailed the permitting required for WTEs installed in Ontario Canada.  This 

represents an extreme case of permitting but gives an idea of how all the portions 

of this document fit together. 

 

Site Example: K2, Ontario, Canada 

Site wanted SWP L Elevators from Avanti 

First we consider Standards: 

The Ontario AHJ, called the TSSA regulates WTEs via B44 (which is the bi-national 

Standard ASME 17.1.  They regulate via section 5.11 prescriptive to these devices.  

They also accept equivalency of AECO certification to ASME A17.7. 

Since Avanti’s SWP L elevator is AECO certified, this is the way in which Avanti 

would attempt the permitting. 

 

The TSSA would support the permitting in two stages, first a “Standard Design” 

submittal where Avanti provides their AECO certificate, other CCD requirements, 

and then details any things not compliant with Section 5.11. 

 

Avanti submitted a CCD package with 20+ documents denoting the design as well 

as denoting where it deviated from Section 5.11.   
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Next we consider Specifications: 

Areas of deviation included customer Specification articles like Trapped key as 

well as a Fall Safety Device that although AECO certified had to be tested against 

alternate test methods from those present in ASME A17.1. 

 

In short, Avanti submitted CCD paperwork, detailed items of note based on 

Standards and customer Specifications deviations from the prescriptive code and 

then awaited the TSSA review. 

 

Concurrently with this, Avanti also worked on Stage 2 of the permitting which was 

for a lack of better wording a “Site Based” description.  This detailed to the TSSA 

how these devices would be used on site, including things like CAD layout 

drawings and Structural calculations, as well as site info and individual turbine 

info.  This information would be used by the TSSA once the Standard Design was 

passed and this paperwork passed to officially license the operation of this 

equipment in their jurisdiction. 

 

This process involved questions from the TSSA and Avanti engineers answering 

those questions either directly OR by adding to the CCD official procedures or 

documentation.   

 

This whole process of back and forth close communication with the TSSA, the site, 

the customer, and Avanti took approximately 6 months.  Overall cost to the 

customer and to Avanti was significant and boiled down to a cost of over $1000+ 

per each turbine. 

 

At the end of this laborious and expensive task, the WTEs were properly licensed 

and the site had permits and proper paperwork on site to support future 

maintenance.  The TSSA had paperwork properly filed and cataloged to know 

what was happening at this site within this jurisdiction. 
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Periodic Maintenance: 

In the case of the TSSA example above, no further permits are necessary when 

periodic (usually annual) maintenance happens.  Note that in some jurisdictions 

permitting of WTEs can extend beyond the initial installation and into this 

maintenance period. 

 

For example, WTEs in Pennsylvania, USA, when maintained every year, require 

permits to have the work done.  The permitting process for something of this 

nature is usually a much easier operation than initial permits, but it still must 

occur to satisfy the legal requirements of the jurisdiction. 

Conclusion: 

This document is by no means detail-oriented for a specific site of even a specific 

product when it comes to Standards, Specifications, or Permitting.  Limited info in 

case studies is presented.  Instead the goal is to give the reader an idea of some of 

the tasks related to taking Avanti/Alimak products from concept all the way 

through to installation and beyond into periodic maintenance. 

Sales and Service Sales Staff need to be at least aware of Standards, 

Specifications, and Permitting so when a new project or recurring maintenance 

project occurs they can alert colleagues either in engineering or in service and 

appropriate design and support can occur.  Clear communication is essential for 

successful projects minimizing bureaucracy, establishing clear liability, and 

interacting with all players involved from the initial customer to the AHJ who’s 

jurisdiction the equipment exists within. 

When it comes to Standards, Specifications, and Permitting, if there are questions 

or concerns, do not ever hesitate to contact those in support or engineering 

related roles.  Having knowledge or involving those internally having knowledge 

about Standards, Specifications, and Permitting is critical to the success of 

Avanti/Alimak projects. 
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Revision Notes: 
• Q4 2019: First revision created, split off from single volume R06 

 




